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The two lowest eigenvalues &(A), E,(i) of a symmetric double well tunnelling 
problem -A + 1*V as L --+ cc are considered and they are compared to the two 
lowest eigenvalues ,!?,,(A), E,(A) of -A + A*( V + W), where W is supported away 
from the well-bottoms of V. We determine the leading exponential splitting of 
various differences of the four numbers Es, E,, I!?,, E, Related problems are dis- 
cussed. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a continuation of our series on the quasiclassical limit [7, 
9, lo], especially on tunnelling problems [S, 9, 101. One of our goals is to 
prove multidimensional analogs of the results of Jona-Lasinio, Martinelli, 
and Scoppola [S]. Our attention was drawn again to this paper by the 
recent work of Grafh, Grecchi, and Jona-Lasinio [2] who found a 
functional analytic proof of the l-dimensional results of [S]. In this paper 
we will absorb some ideas of HelIfer and Sjostrand [3] into our 
framework; another of our goals will be to advertise their ideas. Indepen- 
dently and somewhat before this work, Helffer and Sjostrand [4] also dis- 
cussed multidimensional versions of [S, 21. 
We will consider through most of the paper the two lowest eigenvalues 
E,,(l), El(l) (resp. co(A), E,(A)) of -A + n2V(x) = H(I) (resp. 
-A + I’( V(x) + W(x)) = H(I)), where 
(a) V, W are C” and nonnegative. 
(b) V(x) >/ 6 > 0 for ( x ( > R for some R; W is bounded. 
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(c) V(Ax) = V(x) for a Euclidean transformation A of order 2. 
(d) V(x) = 0 if and only if x = a, b, where Au = 6. @V/8x, axj (a) is 
nonsingular. 
(e) W(x)=0 for x near a or b. 
Thus W is a small flea on the elephant I/. The flea does not change the 
shape of the elephant (in that we will see E, - &, is exponentially small) 
but it can irritate the elephant enough so that it shifts its weight, i.e., we 
will see that the ground state, instead of being asymptotically in both wells, 
may reside asymptotically in only one well. These phenomena in one 
dimension are precisely what were discussed by Jona-Lasinio et al. [S]. 
We are interested in the quantities 
a,=jLma-l-‘ln IEi(1)-j7j(1)l (l.la) 
d=~irn~-I~‘lnIE,(I)-E,(I)1 (l.lb) 
a=/ijrn~-~-iln ]E,(1)-&n)]. (l.lc) 
It will be useful to recall the results in [9] concerning A. For a non- 
negative functionf(x) we define the Agmon metric p,(x, v) by 
p+,y)=inf j,‘Jfm I?i(s)ldsl Y(O)=x, Y(l)=Y) 
( 
= inf 
U 
‘CtIj(s)12+f(Y(S))1~~IY(0)=X,Y(~)=~O<T<~ . 
0 > 
The equality of the two quantities is a result of Carmona and Simon [ 11; 
we remark that pr differs by fi f rom that in [9], since we take -A here, 
where we took -+A there; pV (resp. pV+ w) will be denoting p (resp. p). 
The basic result in [9] is 
THEOREM 1.1. ([9]) A = p(a, b). 
This result was obtained by proving estimates on decay of eigen- 
functions. Either of the proofs of decay in [9] shows 
THEOREM 1.2. rff is a function obeying hypotheses (a), (b) on V and f 
vanishes at some points, and if Q,(x, A) is the (n + 1)th eigenfunction of 
-A + A’f (x), then 
>irnm I ~ ’ In I Qn(x, n)l < -inf{pAx, y)l f(y) = O}. (1.2) 
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The limit is uniform on compact sets, and for 1 x 1 > 2R (R given by 
hypothesis (b)), 
(1.3) 
for some C2 > 0. In addi ‘on, if f runs through a compact set of functions 
obeying (a), (b) (uniform 6, R), then the convergence in (1.2) is uniform in 
I 
f, and the compact sets a d (1.3) hold uniformly in j 
To describe the lower ound estimates on Q, in [9], 
DEFINITION. We delin the vacuum limiting set, I’(Q,,) by XE V(Q,) if 
and only if for all neig borhoods N of X, lim,, m 1 -I In II&2,II = 0, 
where xN is the d chara teristic function of N. Thus, by Theorem 3.2, 
wu~ (xl.m)=o). 
Either of the lower bound methods in [9] shows that 
THEOREM 1.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2: 
lim 2-l In I k&(x, A)[ b -inf(p& y)l YE V(Q,)}. I-cc 
While neither of these theorems is explicitly stated in this generality in 
[9], the proofs of Theor 
t 
ms 2.1 and 2.3 of that paper prove Theorems 1.2 
and 1.3 above. From T eorems 1.2, 1.3, we easily obtain estimates on 
Ej - Ej. Define 
4 =miMMa, SUPP WI, Mb, SUPP W)) (1.4a) 
d2=ma$(2p(a, SUPP WI, 2p@, SUPP WI) (1.4b) 
d = &lb). (1.4c) 
THEOREM 1.4. 
(a) E,,, A-’ In 
fd 
E,(A)- E,(l)] < -d, (1Sa) 
(b) lim, + m 1-l In &(A)-&(A)] > -d,. (1Sb) 
Proof Let 0,(x: 1, a) denote the nth eigenvalue of -A + A*( V+ a W). 
Then, by perturbation th d ory 
&(4 - E,(l)l= A2 i‘,’ (s W(x)l Q,(x; 1, a)[* dx 
) 
da. (l-6) 
By Theorem 1.2, we get an upper bound yielding (1.5a). (1.5b) comes from 
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(1.6) and the fact that for any E there is an open set N, in supp W so that 
inf 
O~a:~l.XENlJ 
I Qo(x; 1, a)1 2 C, exp( -@(d, + E)). 
This is just Theorem 1.3 (with a uniformity which is easy to check). 1 
In fact, we will see that lim 2 ~’ In 1 E,(L) - E,(A)1 is never as small as 
-d, and often not as large as -d, . Our goal in Sections 3-5 will be to 
treat the distinct cases: 
Case1 (d<d,<d,). d=d”=d, a,=a,,=d,, u~~=u~~=~. Moreover, 
V(Q,(x, a= 1)) is {a, 6). 
Cuse2(d,<d<d,). A=d, d”=d,, u,=u,,=d, a,, = a,, = d,. 
Moreover, V(sZ,(X, 0 = 1)) is a single point of a, b (the one with p( ., 
supp W) = d2)). 
Case 3 (d, < d2 cd). A = d, 2 = d,, a, = a,, = d,, uol =ul, =d,. 
Moreover, V(Q,(x, a = 1)) is a single point of a, b (the one with p( ., 
supp W) = d,). 
There are two ways of summarizing and synthesizing these results. First, 
one can think of 8, as trying to minimize its energy subject to two rules: 
The vacuum can shift to only one well, but it costs an energy O(e-“d). If 
the vacuum is in both wells, the shift due to turning on W is O(e-“dl), but 
if it is in the sole well with p( ., supp W) = d,, then O(e -“dZ). Thus, when 
d, < d2, s”i,, is in one well if d, cd and in both if d < d,. This is the 
approach we will pursue in Sections 3-5, using as a preliminary an estimate 
of Helffer and Sjostrand [3] proven in Section 2. 
Another way is to let e,, e, be the two eigenvalues of the matrix (8 ;) 
and Z,, e”, the two eigenvalues of the matrix (2 &), where a1 = exp( -Ad,), 
a = exp( -Ad). Then the leading behavior of any difference of Es is iden- 
tical to the leading behavior of the same pair of e’s. This way of 
understanding the results will be explained in Section 6, using ideas of 
Helffer and Sjostrand [3]. We will then apply these ideas to discuss some 
multiwell situations in Section 7. 
As we were completing the preparation of this paper, we received a 
second paper of Helffer and Sjostrand [4] which briefly analyzes this “flea 
on the elephant” situation. Their approach is like that in Section 6. 
It is a pleasure to thank B. Helffer and J. Sjostrand for explaining their 
beautiful ideas to me, and S. Grafh for useful correspondence. 
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2. IMPROVED DECAY OF EIGENFUNCTIONS FOLLOWING 
HELFFER AND SJ~STRAND 
Following ideas of Helffer and Sjostrand [3], we prove 
THEOREM 2.1. Let V obey hypotheses (a)-(d). Let n be such that 
lim Ei/l = lim E,,/1 for exactly two values of j. Normalize 4,, + 1 relative to 
Q,n by Q2n + 1 (a)/Q,,(a) > 0 (see remark below). Then, for some a,(A) + 1 
andil+oo: 
F-mm A-’ lnIQ2,(x; A) + s(d) Q2,+ l(x; 111 
< -min(p(x, a), p(b, a)). 
Remarks. (1) If Oz,(a) = 0, we can find b so that SZ,,(a + i -“‘b) # 0, in 
which case we normalize Q,, + , by Q,, + i(a + II - “‘b)/Q,,(a + 1- ‘/*b) > 0. 
(2) Using ideas of [4], one can take a,(1) = 1. 
(3) The correct (for n = 0, the limit) lim is -p(x, a). This can be 
proven using an idea from [4], that the oprator P, below has an integral 
kernel obeying 1 P,(x, y)l < C,e ~ (’ --E)P(X,y). 
Proof: Let qf(x, A) and E:(n) denote the (n + 1)th eigenfunction and 
eigenvalue of -A + J2V with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the sphere 
Ix- bl = 6. Then either of the methods of proof of Theorem 1.2 (in [9]) 
shows that 
lim iln/q:l< -p(x,a) 
A - m (2.1) 
(indeed p(x, a) = inf(jA Jlvo) 1 j(s)1 dsl y(O) = x, y(s) = a) can be 
replaced by the inf over all paths with 1 y(s) -b I 3 6 for all s). Let ja be a 
C” function which is 0 if (x+bl<y and 1 if Ix-b/ 238 and let 
+R(x, 2) =j,(x) 111(x, A). A simple estimate (including the fact that one can 
bound local L2 norms of Vf in terms of L2 norms off and V’ see Lem- 
ma C.2.1 of [6]) proves that for any k, 
II(H-Ef(ll))k$~I/ GC~,~~-“~(‘) 
46) = inf(p(x, a)[ 1 x - b 1 G 26) 
(2.2) 
and 
1 1 - 1) *f )I ( < Z’,e ~ 22d(6). (2.3) 
580/63; I-9 
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The methods of [7 J show that 1 E,” - EZn) = O(J’) for all 1. Let P,, be the 
projection onto the span of Q2,, and Qz, + 1. Then 
ll(l-P,)fII CCL-’ IIW-Ef)fIl. (2.4) 
Thus, (2.2) implies 
[[(H- Ef(l))k (1 -P,) $:I[ <CC,, 1,6/2-re-id(6). (2.5) 
Since V> 0, (1 (Hs 1) - k f (I < /(  - d + 1) -“f (I, so by a Sobolev estimate, 
(2.5) implies that for suitable A4, 
/I(1 -Pn)~::licU~DIZ-le-“d(“‘, (2.6) 
where ([.I[ m is the L” norm. We can write 
P,*,6=a~(l)02,+b,S(~)S22,+I. 
Using (2.6) at x= b (or near b if &,,, Qzn+, vanish there asymptotically), 
we find that 
‘z,(i) = bp)/a;(A) --, 1. 
BY (2.3), 
(a:)” + (bt)’ - 1 = U(e - 2id(n)). 
Using the bounds (2.6) and (2.1), we find that 
I Q*n + 4IQZn + 1 1 < ce -Mb) + ce - (1 - EMX,Q). 
Since d(6) + ~(a, b), as 6 JO, the theorem follows. 1 
3. THE CASE d-c d, 
This case is easy. By Theorem 1.4, the shifts a@ and aI1 are smaller than 
A, so E, - & is comparable to E, - E,,, i.e., A = d. Moreover, we can use 
bI, as a trial function for H and find that 
(d,, f&i,) d (d,, i;f&,) = & e E, 
in the sense that & - Eo/Ej -E, is exponen6ally small. It follows that 
J=ji, = Jz + qe - a4 - 4) (3.1) 
and thus V&+,(x, CI = 1)) = (a, b j. In fact, the argument shows that the 
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analog of (3.1) holds for any .CI,(x, a) uniformly for LX = 0, 1. Thus, using 
(1.6), we immediately see that a, = d,. Once we know that V(Q,(x, c1= 1)) 
is {a, b}, one can see that away from those x with p(x, a) = p(x, b) one has 
lim,,,- (l/A) In 1 sZ,(x, A)j* = min(p(x, a), p(x, b)), so from (1.6), we see 
that a 11 = d, also. Since 1 E, - & 1 (n = 0, 1) is so small relative to E, -E,,, 
we conclude that a,, = a,, = d. 
4. THE CASE d, < d2 
This is more involved. First, label the points so p (supp W, b) = d, < p 
(supp W, a) = d2. Next, note that since the geodesic from x to supp W only 
hits supp W at the end point, we have, for any tl3 0, 
P VGG suPP W) = P Vf a w(x, suPP W. 
(4.1) has an important consequence, given Theorem 1.3, 
(4.1) 
V(d,(x)) 3 b slim i ln(fi,, A2 Wfi,) 2 -d, 
so that 
v(fidx)) 3 b * lim f ln(& (B-E,,) 12,) 2 -d, 
Put differently, 
?‘(s’i,(x))~b*a,Qd,. (4.2) 
Given this, we can use the bounds of Section 2 to show that 
W%(x)) = (4. F or let II/ = (52, + C&,)/,/S with a given by 
Theorem 2.1. Then, by that theorem 
!&kln($, Wt,h)< -min(2d,d2)-d,. (4.3) 
Since 
WW=E,+& (El - Et,), 
we conclude that 
(ICI, &)“Eo+& (El - E,,) + O(e pn(l -‘j4) 
(4.4) 
< E, + O(e -‘(l -‘jd). 
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Given (4.2), we conclude 
w-k(~)) = (4. (4.5) 
Given this, it is easy to see that IId, - (l/fi)(Q, + Q,)1/ --f 0 and that 
@o, Jai) > &% + E, ). 
The last result and (4.4) (and a -+ 1) show that 
and, in particular, 
(4.6) 
From (4.6) we immediately conclude that 
a,=a,,=d. (4.7) 
Let 3, (resp. $,,) be a cutoff function j, (resp. j,) times the Dirichlet 
boundary condition ground states for A with zero boundary conditions on 
{x(1x-bl=b} (resp. {x)1x-a)=G})f or 6 small. As in Section 2 (follow- 
ing Helffer and Sjiistrand [3]), 9, and $, lie in the span of &, a, up to 
errors (in L”) of order e-‘(‘-‘jd and thus, since q,, gb are almost 
orthogonal, s”l, lies in the span of $, and 3,. Since (4.5) holds, 0, must 
have a qb component, and thus, by Theorem 1.3 (or rather, its analog with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions), 
-1 
lim;iln(Q,, J2Wr”i,)> -dl. 
From (4.8) we conclude that a,, = a,, = 2 = dI. This completes the proof 
of all we said we would prove in this case. It should be possible to prove 
that 
lim -Iln 
A-a, i 
&--t(E,+E,) 1 =d, 
using the improvement o Theorem 2.1 indicated in Remark 3 after that 
theorem. 
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5. THE CASE d,< d 
The analysis is quite similar to that in Section 4; (4.2) still holds, as does 
(4.4), so 
Vfio(4) = b>. (5.1) 
Moreover, returning to (4.4) and using (4.3) and d2 cd< 2d, we see that 
Combining this with Theorem 1.4(b), we see that 
a,, = a,, = d2. (5.2) 
Given (5.1), our analysis in the last section leading to (4.8) is still valid, 
so 
a,, = a,, = d, 
and this implies that 
d” = d, . 
6. THE INTERACTION MATRIX OF HELFFER AND SJ~STRAND 
It is probably worth describing very briefly the approach that Helffer 
and Sjiistrand use for these problems. This may serve the reader as a useful 
introduction to part of their papers [3,4]. Let $,, $b be the cutoff eigen- 
vectors for Dirichlet problems described in Section 4. Let p be the projec- 
tion onto do, a, and define J==@,; Jb=P$,. Let &‘, ,!?f denote the 
eigenvalues for the Dirichlet problems defining $,. 
Define also the Dirichlet objects without tildes associated to H and note 
that, by symmetry, Ef = Ef. Introduce the matrices (without tildes also) 
E= (im Hi%) (SLY Hi%) ; fi= 
( ) ( 
CL&J c$ah,i,, 
C&b, H&J C&b, f@d ) (L i&b> (Tbb, h, . 
By standard linear algebra, Eo, i?, are the eigenvalues of (fi) - ‘12, (zfi)-‘/2 
and the eigenvectors of this matrix determine now 8, as related to JO,, &b. 
By the Helffer and Sjostrand ideas of Section 2, 
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(where E will depend on 6). Since ($,, 5,) = O(e-(‘-‘JAd) 
ji7=Q +O(e-(‘-E)“d) 
N=Q +O(e-(‘-“JAd) 
and a similar estimate holds for N- ‘12, I? I/*. 
By the noted symmetry E,” = Ef, one can see that 
with lim, _ m - (l/A.) In b = d and from this, one immediately sees that 
A = d. On the other hand, 
z-g= x z 
( ) z Y’
where we can use several facts: 
(0 
where we use our convention p(a, supp W) a.p(b, supp W); (i) follows from 
elementary perturbation theory and the estimate in Section 2. 
(ii) (J,, J,), etc., are all O(e-(lPE)“d). 
-d (iii) lim,, o. (l/A)ln&‘--Ef= -d,; lim,,,(l/A)ln&‘-E,D= 
1. 
This follows from (1.6). 
Thus, one can easily read off the various cases. For example, if 
d,<d,<d, we see that z=O(e- A(l--E)d) lim (l/A) In x = -d2, lim (l/A) In 
y = -d, and Case 3 can be deduced. 
7. SOME REMARKS ON MULTIPLE WELLS 
In this final section, we discuss two examples of the Helffer-SjSstrand 
philosophy [3,4] which show its use in multiple well problems. The first 
involves a question left open in [9], and the second some examples in [S]. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose that V is a nonnegative C” function, with 
V(x) 2 6 > 0 for 1 x 1 > R (some R) so that V has only a finite number of 
zeros, each non&generate. Suppose that a, ,,.., ak are among these zeros, and 
that for some 6, the functions Vx, (where x0 is the characteristic function of 
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{x ( 1 x - a, ( cd}) are related to one another by Euclidean motions. Let e,, 
e,,..., denote the eigenvalues of -A + W, where W is the quadratic 
approximation to V at some aj. Then, for each j there are at least k eigen- 
values {E;(lz)),=,,.,,,k of H(1)- -A+1*V with 
(1) E;(I)/n+ej 
(2) i6,, (l/A)lim IE;-E;=‘I ~0, u=2 ,..., k. 
Remark. This says that local symmetry implies exponential splittings of 
eigenvalues. 
Proof Let qj be the (j + 1) th eigenfunction of -A + ,12Vx, with 
Dirichlet B.C. on the sphere Ix-aa,I =6 and define Ej by 
( -A, + A2 Vx,) q,! so Ej/A + ej. Let f be a C” function which is supported 
in(xIIxI<co},andwhichislin{xIIx(<fs}.Letf”betheimagesoff 
under those Euclidean motions which related the V,,. Then qj,! =fq,?/ll fq,! 11 
are orthonormal and 11 (H(1) - Ej) # 11 are exponentially small. It follows 
that there are k eigenvalues all exponentially close to Ej. 1 
The second example involves a simple model of [S]. Take a potential V,, 
on R (the method here is not l-dimensional) obeying VO(x + 1) = VO(x) 
and V,(x) = VO( -x) (this last is for simplicity exposition). Let W be a 
function obeying 
(i) W(x)=0 if f-6,<x<L+++6, 
(ii) W(x)>sifx<600rx>L+1-60, 
where 6,, E > 0 and let V = V,, + W so V has L wells at x = l,..., L. One can 
ask about the splittings of the eigenvalues of H(1) = -dz/dx2 + J2V and 
how the eigenstates are distributed between the wells. Let d = fh dm dy 
and d(6) =Jh-” ,/v,(y) dy. 
Let A4 be the Lx L matrix 
M 
andletm,>m,> .a. 2 mL be its eigenvalues, and ack) its eigenvectors (i.e., 
C M,aJk) = mkaik)). Of course these are explicitly known, viz., 
mk=cos(&), ajk)=$sin(&). 
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We introduce the symbol 0 of Helffer and Sjostrand: a(e-u’) means 
that for any E, the quantity is O(e- (aPE)‘). In the theorem below, there are 
objects f, $. Then o(e-‘“) means for any E, we can choosef, Ic/ so that the 
errors are 0(e ~ +‘)‘). 
We will describe the result for the case of the L lowest eigenvalue, but a 
very similar result (except we only have an upper bound onf2 and we don’t 
know if f2 > 0) holds for excited clusters also. Let Ej(l), j= O,..., L - 1 
denote the L lowest eigenvalue of H(1) and let ci(x, A) denote the 
corresponding eigenvectors. 
THEOREM 7.2. There exist functions f,(l), f,(A), and a function +(x, A.) 
supported in x on ( - 1, 1) so that: 
(a) fi(l)( I + constant; f,(A) > 0; lim,, o. (l/n) In 1 f,(A)1 = -d. 
(b) For (XI >y ~0, 1 t&x, A)1 gels’; r>O, 2 large. 
(c) Ej(I)=f,(l)-mj+l fi(A)+O(ep2i.d(60)). 
(d) IIij(x,~)-Cf=,~~"~(~-~,~)/I=d(e~~'). 
Remarks (1). (d) tells us about ratios like cj(l, A)/ij(2, 1). 
(2) Since d,,<t and I/ is even, 2d(b,)>d. 
ProoJ We first claim that one can replace W(x) by any function of the 
same type controlling errors by the methods of the first part of the paper 
(here d< d, ! So the eigenfunctions will not change much. The eigenvalues 
will not change by more than d(e - 21d(60) )). Hence, we ignore the effects of 
W except for the fact that it makes the bottom group of eigenvalues con- 
tain only L members. 
Take 6 small, and let ~(x, 2) and fo(i) be the ground state of 
-d2 
-j--p + n’Vcl(x) 
1 
rl =fo(k) rl; q(-1+6)=q(l-6)=0. 
Let t/ =jq, where j is a function in Cp supported in (- 1 + $6, 1 - 3 6), 1 
on ( - 1 + 26, 1 - 26). Let P, be the projection onto {lj}f, let tiji(x, 1) = 
$(x-j, A), j= l)...) L and let qSj=Pej. Finally, let fi(A)=($l, He,); 
f?(d)= ($1, W2),f3(~)= ($1, $2). 
The first part of (a) and (b) are already known; (c), (d) will imply 
f2(,I) > 0 (since lo is positive) and the last result in (a) follows from stan- 
dard tunnelling calculations. Thus, we need only prove (c), (d). 
As in the last section, we are interested in N-‘12&N- ‘12, where N, 8’ are 
the L x L matrices, 
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We claim that (c), (d) follow easily from (f2 =f: -f3 fi). 
N=Q -f,(l) M+ O(e-2dA) 
cF=fi(A) II +f,“(A) M+ b(e-2dA). 
For (7.2), we note that if 
then 
8; =f1(1) Q +f2(A) M 
so (7.2) is equivalent to 
&# - &? = 6(eeZdA). 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
But (since P and H commute and (1 -P)’ = (1 - P)), 
I 4ypB.f I = lfpb+i3 Hp+j)- ($i, H$j)I 
= I (H1’2@i, (1 - P) H”‘$j)l < I[(1 - P) H1”$i 11 /I( 1 - P) H”2$j 11 
Gi Cll(1-P)~il12+ ll(1-P)H~~l121 
and I[(1 -P) $J, II H(l -P) t,GiII = a(eed’) by the arguments in Section 2. 
The proof of (7.1) is virtually identical to that of (7.2) if we note that (Jli, 
t,bi) = 1 + a(e-2dA) given where j lives. [ 
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